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Abbreviations of short story titles in *Le Loup-garou* and *Le Ratichon baigneur*

**In *Le Loup-garou***

“Le Loup-garou” (“LG”)
“Un Cœur d’or” (“Cœur”)
“Les Remparts du sud” (“Remparts”)
“L’Amour est aveugle” (“Amour”)
“Martin m’a téléphoné …” (“Martin”)
“Marseille commençaient à s’éveiller” (“Marseille”)
“Les Chiens, le désir et la mort” (“Chiens”)
“Les Pas vernis” (“Pas”)
“Une Pénible histoire” (“Pénible”)
“Le Penseur” (“Penseur”)
“Surprise-party chez Léobille” (“Léobille”)
“Le Voyeur” (“Voyeur”)
“Le Danger des classiques” (“Danger”)

**In *Le Ratichon baigneur***

“Un Métier de chien” (“Métier”)
“Divertissements culturels” (“Divertissements”)
“Une Grande vedette” (“Vedette”)
“Le Ratichon baigneur” (“RB”)
“Méfie-toi de l’orchestre” (“Méfie”)
“Francfort sous-la-Main” (“Francfort”)
“Un Test” (“Test”)
“Les Filles d’avril” (“Filles”)
“L’Assassin” (“Assassin”)
“Un Drôle de sport” (“Drôle”)
“Le Motif” (“Motif”)
“Marthe et Jean” (“M&J”)
“La Valse” (“Valse”)
“Maternité” (“Maternité”)
“L’Impuissant” (“Impuissant”)
Preface

Vian studies as an area of academic research did not begin to flourish until the 1970s mainly because up until then his work was considered to be relatively minor, verging on marginal, more worthy of study at high school than at university. The following data based on academic articles, papers and theses from national and international contributors retrieved from the archives of the Vian Fond’action in Paris, shows that interest in Vian research tends to be cyclical in nature. Between 1960 and 1969, there were eleven contributions; between 1970 and 1979, there were forty-five; between 1980 and 1989, there were twenty-three; between 1990 and 1999, there were thirty-one; and between 2000 and 2009, the Fond’action added a further seventeen university contributions to its database. Most of these 127 works deal with thematic and stylistic issues, and seem intent on bringing a greater level of understanding to the man and his work through systematic analysis, which could be seen as an attempt to “normalise” and force into a mould a man who is not very often described as “normal” or “conformist”. In response to this endeavour, Yaguello says of Vian that he would be happy knowing that he had been spared the sight of his work under scrutiny by the universities.

Until now, only a very small amount of research has been undertaken in relation to Vian and translation. Within the archives of the Fond’action, only one piece specifically deals with this issue - *L’Écriture vianesque: traduction de la prose* by Magdalena Mitura, written in 2006 from the University of Krakow, which is a comparison of two Polish translations of *L’Herbe rouge* and of *L’Écume des jours*. Outside of the Fond’action, other contributions include a chapter in Marc Lapprand’s *La Vie contre*; a comparative study of two English translations of *L’Écume des jours*, entitled “Re-creation of a Recreation” by Sophie de Nodrest; Eva Donahoe from the University of Dublin has also worked on translation difficulties in *L’Écume des jours*; and Maria Freij has completed work on the collection of poems entitled *Je voudrais*.

---

2 http://www.borisvian.org/fondation_05_travauxuniversitaires.php as at March 2011.
This work should therefore add substantially to the Vian canon, filling gaps in the translation of the short stories into English, as well as suggesting guidelines for the future translation of the extensive number of Vian texts, while at the same time increasing interest in the work and life of Vian in the English-speaking world. Taking advantage of existing translation theory, standard translation procedures and debate, and applying them appropriately to Boris Vian, someone whose life and work has essentially been defined as non-conformist, is the primary ambition of this thesis.

Another area to which the thesis aims to contribute is outlined by Snell-Hornby who supports the view of other recognised scholars that translation studies should develop its own model and conventions. She expands further on this because she also considers that linguistics and literature can be studied in terms of translation. Niranjana adds that literary theory and criticism, historiography, philosophy and French discourse analysis can also be discussed in terms of translation, while Harvey links translation to the study of homosexual culture, which is not without significance here because a number of stories reveal Vian’s attitude, albeit often satirically and ironically, to both male and female homosexuality, which some might consider to be era-specific. Therefore, by the very nature of the stylistic and thematic content of the stories, they may open up a broad-based discussion on a wide range of other disciplines, including comparative literature, cultural studies, modern languages, linguistics, translation theory, literary theory and criticism, and possibly media and gender studies, as well as providing a model that may be adapted to other forms of literary translation.

---